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1. USB security dongle
Security dongle is a device that connects to the USB port and makes the user identification and 
hold licence activations. It is necessary part of our software and it has to be purchased only 
once for all/any software module. Several Bitbox and Bitedit modules can be activated together 
ona single USB dongle

We are currently using the most modern and small version of the key SenseLock EL-Genii with 
built-in internal memory of 64 KB.

Dongle is selling only with one or more modules of the BitEdit or BitBox software and it is not 
available as a separate purchase.

2. Dongle drivers installation
Install Senselock dongle Windows driver from downloaded package using Install Wizard 
http://bitbox.ru/downloads/senselock_windows_2.52.1.0.rar

For connection to the vehicle you have to use Tactrix Openport interface. 
If you need drivers for the Tactrix cable, you can download them from this link: 
https://www.tactrix.com/downloads/openport2_setup_1024791.exe

3. Software Instalation.
Attention! USB-dongle must be connected to the port after installing the SenseLock driver.

If you want to use BitBox and have purchased BitBox modules, install BitBoxapplication: 
http://archive.powertuner.net/bitbox/Setup.exe

If you want to use BitEdit and have purchased BitEdit modules, install BitEdit application: 
http://archive.powertuner.net/bittuner/Setup.exe

BitBox is emerging software package that allows identification, reading and writing internal 
flash memory control units for various purposes. Software working with ECU via the CAN or 
K-line data interfaces using any J2534 Pass-thru adapter. 
Cuurent supported car list can be downloaded from HERE.

BitEdit is a modern software for editing automative ECU calibrations and allows to change 
most dynamic options of the engine. Software working like that: your are opening ECU flash 
file, its procceds an identification and SW shows list of calibrations, that can be edited. 
After changes completed you can save new file ready for writing. BitEdit editor is good for 
professionals and newbie tuners.
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